













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Indiana Interstate Mobility Summary 




































 No Data  0-14 MPH 15-24 MPH 25-34 MPH 35-44 MPH 45-54 MPH 55-64 MPH 65+ MPH 
 No Data  0-14 MPH 15-24 MPH 25-34 MPH 35-44 MPH 45-54 MPH 55-64 MPH 65+ MPH 
Speed Profile Diagram 
The color codes correspond to the number of 
hours the highway was operating in 
particular speed ranges. Each segment is 
represented by its mile marker location along 
the primary y-axis, providing a spatial 
representation of the segments. A typical 
month contains 672 to 744 hours, depending 
on the number of days. Because very few 
segments are congested 24 hours a day for 
months at a time, the time axis is truncated 
to 350 hours to facilitate viewing the 





































































































































































































I-465 I-94 I-69 I-70 I-65 I-74 I-64
Statewide Congestion Hours Summary 
Statewide Congestion Hours Summary (Scaled) 
I-94 Westbound Congestion Hours Summary 
I-65 Northbound Congestion Hours Summary 
I-65 Southbound Congestion Hours Summary 
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Indiana Interstate Mobility Summary 
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Speed Profile Diagram 
The color codes correspond to the number of 
hours the highway was operating in 
particular speed ranges. Each segment is 
represented by its mile marker location along 
the primary y-axis, providing a spatial 
representation of the segments. A typical 
month contains 672 to 744 hours, depending 
on the number of days. Because very few 
segments are congested 24 hours a day for 
months at a time, the time axis is truncated 
to 350 hours to facilitate viewing the 
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Statewide Congestion Hours Summary 
Statewide Congestion Hours Summary (Scaled) 
Inner Loop Congestion Hours Summary 
Eastbound Congestion Hours Summary 
Westbound Congestion Hours Summary 
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39 - Month Summary Video 
